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the entire group of 11 members present, voice views on
how not ‘‘to be embarrassed
again.’’

No action was taken, however,
as retreat chairman Ross Stromberg informed the group that the
entire problem was to headline
this spring’s session which started today.
underway
got
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when John Burger, vice president
suggested
officer,
presiding
and
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from Fort Bragg High School and
now lives in Eureka.
A sophomore elementary education major, Miss Davenport has
served on the staff of the 1960
Sempervirens and was on the business staff of this semester‘s Hilltopper. She also has been active
in A Cappella choir. She was grad-
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will follow the spring theme with
floral arrangements featured.
Mary Jean Campbell, elementary
education major from Eureka, has
been named general chairman of
the affair. Serving under her are
Cathy Cornwell, decorations; Pat
Waters, publicity; Arlene Donne,
refreshments; Dennis Cahill, chap«

bids; and

McHenry,

erones;

Jack

Linda

Guelfo,

Ann Swanson, dance committee
Associate professor of mathe
matics Dr. Orval M. Klose is the
class advisor.
of the dance
Other members
are Delores Azevedo,
committee
Maffia,
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and

Katri

Kathi

Carol Johnson,
Joan Boynton.
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Texe Charter Completes
Humboldt State Triangle
By

KUNSTAL

RON

In engineering, the triangle is the strongest geometric
form. Last week a triangle was formed here on the Humboldt State campus.
During the last three years,
three national fraternal organigations have shown their faces
as social organizations on the

needed in order to be initiated.
National Grand Histor Ed Georgeff from Portland, Oregon, was
the chief installing officer for the
HSC campus. The Delta Sigaffair.
ma Phi fraternity was formed
On Saturday morning the iniin 1957 and was formally chartiates were given lectures on the
tered in 1959. The Delta Zeta
many areas of fraternity life by
sorority
was
estabilshed
and .
members of the Nu Chapter from
chartered last year.
the University of California. After
The third corner of the triangle the discussions, the formal initiawas Officially anchored on Sunday tion took place with 34 men being
afternoon as the Eta Spsilon chap- admitted into the laregst national
ter of Tau Kappa Epsilon was for- fraternity.
mally chartered.
The first annual Corinthian Ball
The road to becoming a chapter
was held
on
Saturday
night at
had its beginning on October 6,
| Shrine Park in Eureka with danc1958 with seven
Humboldt
stujing to the music of the Dennis
dents pledging the Alpha Sigma
(Continued from Page 1)
| Sullivan group.
The
decorations
affiliate of Tau Kappa Epsilon.
were based on a Greek motif with cisions not being in the good gracDuring the course of the year
a life size Apollo statue forming es with the constitution.
the
group
met
regularly
as a
the center of the design.
The testing proposal was tabcolony in the organization room
led with activities commissioner
The presentation of the charof the Coop. With a small group
Betty Bird asking, “Why don’t
ter was made on Sunday afterof men leading the initial year acBoard of Control members atnoon at a banquet held at the
tivities, the colony soon numbered
tend our meetings?”
Eureka Inn. Speaking in behalf
20 pledges. The group was still
She was told that the board now
of the college were President
far away from being recognized
receives copies of the minutes of
by the national, but in the fall of
Cornelius Siemens, Miss Kate
each meeting from the ASB secBuchanan, Dr. E. Nedd Girard,
1959 the first big step was taken
retary.
as a fraternity house was rented.
Dr.
Don
Karshner,
and
Dr.
Her question started the discusThe fraternity house located at
Chester Collins, the faculty adsion of improved
council- BOC
viser for the fraternity.
1030 C street has since undergone
communication.
Stromberg
— said
a complete refinishing and now
Eta Epsilon officer Rene Vit that there should not be a direct
houses 14 active members.
served as the master of ceremonies
Besides the fraternal aspects of which also included speeches by line of communication between the
two bodies because of the checks
the chapter, the group has played
Georgeff, Bill Deade, district sup- and balances system and the sepan integral part in school athletics,
ervisor, and the president of the aration of powers doctrine instilled
student government, music, pubNu chapter.
in the constitution which obviously
lications, and intramural activities.
patterned
off
the
United
The three day affair which was was
The Eta Epsilon chapter was
Lyall
had
the States constitution itself.
recently
named
the winners
of headed by John
Neal Evans agreed with Stromthe
first
intramural
trophy
at finishing touches put on it at an inHumboldt State. The chapter earn- formal party held at the Inn fol- berg while other members said the
bodies should be closed.
Burger
ed the trophy by scoring the most lowing the banquet.
number of points throughout the
Thus the third corner of the read from the constitution, the preyear in all sports.
triangle was formed making the scribed duties of the BOC.
Last Friday night
the
group basic strong foundation for future
With
the apparent closing of
was given the pledge examination national fraternal organizations on the communication study, Burger
threw out an idea to make the
on which a 90 per cent grade is the Humboldt State campus.
BOC an election board to set up,
run and tally the votes during the
two HSC student body elections
each year.
Stromberg
immediately
returned to his strong feeling of
the separation of powers and
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said, “We would
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and nothing else. He added
everything in regards to the
of the BOC should be, “just
is now. They should not be

‘influenced by the council.”
Although it was purely a dis-

|cussion

meeting,

the

council

pe

Annual Concert
Slated On
Campus Today

fe

Machado,

By BILL HAYWARD

California

24

Rich

“Two Weeks Left..."

May 17, 1960
Dalianes

realize that it is hard for all of you to understand that
Dear President Dalianes:
there is a minimum of time left before you are free for the
This letter has a threefold obsummer. Nevertheless, the fact is that it is later than you
jective with respect to the campus
think. But don’t sweat it, if it isn’t handed in by now you
dedication
and
Festival
of the
Arts.
;
might as well forget that it was ever assigned.
First, I want to express to the
In four years of college life
Council how proud we all were of
at HSC, if it can be called that,
every student organization and inI have constantly been amazed
dividual student who participated
by Forestry students. When I
or assisted with the many prostarted here it was a disgrace for
grams during the fifteen days of
a
forestry student to own a suit,
celebration. I haven’t heard of a
and the newly formed Forestry
single act for which the college
Club was dedicated to the prescould not be proud. To me, this
ervation
of Levi Strauss Co.
formed the basis for evidence of
The
Annual
Young
People’s
Dances were the invention of
our claim
that the college has Concert, sponsored by the North
Communist foreigners trying to
“come of age.”
Coast Section for the California
defile
the clean-living way of
Secondly, I want to have your Music Educator’s Association will
life, and student politics was a
Council know how very proud we be
held
today
in the
Sequoia
plague visited upon unsuspectwere of the five student speakers Theatre.
ing
freshmen incapable of thinkwho held the big spot-light at the
The concert will be given by the
ing.
Dedication Banquet. They spoke HSC Band under the direction of
Times change, and so has the
convincingly,
interestingly,
and Dr. David
Smith, assistant pro- Forestry student. I have actually
proudly on topics that spelled out fessor of music. There will be perthe theme, “This is Humboldt.” formances at 9:30 a.m. and 10:45 seen them -at college dances in
suits, and this semester they made
I think the Council might well rec- a.m,
theirmaiden voyage into the realm
ognize these students in some way.
The purpose of the Concert is to
Thirdly, I want to thank the give students an opportunity to of politics. This phonomenon is of
“Believe It Or Not“ caliber, and
Council and each individual memhear and see like performance of
ber as sincerely as I know how for a college band and to hear sym- a welcome change on the campus.
Now, I want to turn to SAC,
honoring me by the presentation phonic band music.
not Sac, State College, but our
of the Block H blanket. I want to
The program will include “cin- own
Student Activities Commisassure you
that the sentiments
uet, Air and Allegro” from “Wat- sion. Like, man, they have big
this award represents is appreciaermusic”
by
Handel;
“Dialogue things in the offing, and they have
ted far more than any of you will
for Four” (flue, oboe, French horn planned it all for little ol’ us. Isn’t
ever know. It balances off many
and clarinet) by Hamm-Harding; that sweet of them? Seriously, the
of the headaches and “extra hour”
“Finlandia”
by
Sibelius;
“Flute plans these people have for that
problems that inevitably find their
Cocktail” (flute trio), by Simeone; decrepid Nelson Hall amount to
way to the President’s Office.
“Washington
Post”
by
Sousa; nothing less than a spectacular ovA great deal of recognition came
“Selection from Rienzi” by Wag- erhaul! A quick, she was running
to the college during the past two
|The
“Five
Miniatures
- Dawn,
as usual, interview
with
Bettly
weeks. The student body, its orThe Sleeping Village, Promenade, | Bird, head of SAC, brought nothganizations,
and
government
can
| The Approaching Soldiers, Fiesta” |ing specific about next year’s acjustifiably take credit for much of
by Turina-Kranze; and “Finale of | tivities. I caught bits of informait. I salute all of you.
| Farewell Symphony” by Haydn.
| tion that went something like this:
Sincerely yours,
ae
ee
eel
|“Pop
Corn
Forums,
October 2,
/s/
Cornelius H. Siemens |
films galore, club offices, dances,
President
exhibits, and games.”
CHS:sj
However, I could not make head
CC—Lumberjack
|nor tails of these bits of informa-

STAFF: Sue Albrecht, Diane Anderson, Donna Cleveland, Jim
Dimmick, Will Dublin, Bill Giumond, Cliff Hawthorne, Betsy
Duane Oneto, Sandy Wilbur,
Tom Waters, Tom Shepherd.
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Jazz Workshop

Well Received

|tion so I tried a flying tackle. I
foie
I spent two hours in the
Health Center.
At one time I wrote a column,
| which I now regret, about the sim|
The eight new buildings were jilarity between Ron Edwards and
not the only thing that “Came of myself. I now wish to renounce
Age” as the HSC Studioband and
| that column in it’s entirety. I was
Combo,
under
the
direction
of sitting in the Lumberjack office
Jerry Moore, put on a performance trying to write this column and
that equaled any of the “Jazz Con- some character walked in and gave
certs at Humboldt” Tuesday night. me a lecture that would have done
The Studio band was an exact a professor credit. He sure looked
duplicate of the Stan Kenton band funny whén I told him that I had
and at times exceeded Kenton in no beard, and that my name was
Bill Hayward and not Ron Edthe quality of sound. Tremendous
orchestration was partly respon- wards. I considered myself lucky
sible for the outstanding perform- to get away without a black eye.
ance, along with group cooperation Such is life!
and individuality.
The Bookstore is full of NoThirteen numbers by the Studio
Doz and midnight oil. Buy your
band, one an encore by the trio,
supply
before
the
big
rush.
Doesn’t that give you the “finals
three from the quartet, two by the
jitters”?
sextet and a little “Muskrat Ramble” by the Dixieland Band kept
the scattered audience in an enjoyable mood all evening.
The hour and one half of very

By HSC Students

informal

jazz

pleased

|

all present. |

Other Action —
At Weekly
Council Meeting

Two
outstanding
numbers
that
seemed
to be the best received |
were “There’s a Lull in My Life”,
done by the Trio, for an encore on
Besides giving the recent electhis they did an Andre
Previn
comopsition
of “On
the
Street tion turmoil a review, discussing
Where You Live”. The other well- why it happened; the council heard
received number was done by the reports, accepted a trophy and
cheerleader
Studioband. It was a very clever learned of upcoming
composition by Pete Rugolo of and song queen tryouts.
Representatives at large Mary
the Stan Kenton band, called “ArAnn
Miner
and
Dick
Maynard
tistry in Bolero.”
presented the council with a large
The evening closed with a group
trophy, won by Humboldt State
original called “Blues For Lumin the recent Miss Eureka Parade.
berjacks.”
Ross Stromberg told the group
the retreat site had been changed
from Benbow Inn to the Forest
TURN IN EQUIPMENT
Men students are reminded that of Ardeh, north of Garberville. The
all
physical
education
material annual spring get-together of old
must be turned in by next week or and new officers will be held togrades will be held up. The equip- day and tomorrow.
Mary Lou
Barnes
said Collin
ment should be turned in to George
Fletcher
would
present
a_ slide
Davis, in the Men’s locker room.

show

brought out that it must become
more familiar with the constitution. The group also generally agreed that the formation of an election board is necessary.

October

5 at a special

as-

sembly which was recently arranged by her group. Fletcher is most
famous for his long walking hikes,

particularly one trek the length of
California,

tiv

ter

an
col
cor
ne!
sin
an
ed
oti
Cla
fea
sol
ore
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Barbara Schneitman

| CASUAL
| CAMPUS

Installed As New
SCTA President
Barbara

Schneitman

of Healds-

installed president of
Judy Warren, 7
chem- | berg was
istry
major
from
Arcata,
was California Student Teachers Assoelected

president

for the

1960

of

Sunset

olyn

Pat

Laws,

secretary;

Doyle, treasurer;

lyn

Ger-

Hager,

treasurer;

Ellen

tz,
ICS
representative;
Susan | beck, ICS representative.
Adviser to the club is Prof.
Messner, AWS representative, and |
Jean Stradley.
Kitty Hemingway, fire chief.

On Campue Var Sb
(Author of “I Was a Teen-age Dwarf,” “The Many
Low

EUROPE

tie Gillis,” ete.)

Oe

SIMPLE:

MADE

NO. 2

Europe that every American college student is going to make
this summer. Today we will disc uss your next stop, France—or
the Pearl of the Pacific, as it is generally called.
To get from England to France, one greases one’s body and
swims the English Channel. Si milarly, to get from France to
Spain, one greases one’s body and slides down the Pyrenees.

As you can see, the most important single item to take to Europe
is a valise full of grease.
No, I am wrong. The most important

Mrs.

Don

Karshner

was

selected

‘‘Mother

of the

Year’’

Mrs. Karshner
Named HSC
Mother of Year

Music Groups
Conclude Art
Festival Here

1'eananeenaavnaa’ =

om

By SARA

HALLIN

A
concert
presented
by
the
Humboldt State Orchestra, Choir,
and the Humboldt Chorale completed the 15 days of the first Festival of the Arts at Humboldt
State College. The concert, held
last Sunday, in the Sequoia Theater, climaxed
tremendous efforts
and hard work of members of the
college
staff, student
body
and
community.

The program started with Wagner’s Overture to “Die Meistersinger” played by the orchestra
and conducted by Prof. Charles
Fulkerson. The performance seemed to be well coordinated and emotionally balanced.
The second number, “Adagio for
Clarinet and Strings” by Wagner
featured Carole Cress as clarinet
soloist, accompanied by the string
orchestra. Miss Cress’s tone quality was particularly pleasing to hear
and it filled the auditorium quite
adequately.
Despite
her evident
nervousness, which showed up as
a tremble or an immature tremelo
on sustained notes, her delivery
was noteworthy. Miss Cress is a
sophomore music history major at
HSC.
Full orchestra then resumed the
program
with
Mendelssohn’s

“Symphony

No.

1”

(Lobgesang).

Little was exciting until the Scherzo in which a beautiful lilt was
played quite convincingly.
The
program
concluded
with
Mendelssohn’s “Symphony No. 2”
(Lobgesang) for chorus, solo voices and orchestra. The soloists were
Ruby Raybourn, Shirley Sare and
Barbara Flora, sopranos and Leon
Wagner

and

Donn

Stephens,

ten-

ors. This was a demanding piece
of music, and most of the audience
was aware of this fact and was appreciative. However, much of the
spine-tingling thrill and volume of
the large singing chorus was absorbed into the stage curtains. Even though the sound was big, the
emotional ring in the voices did
not reach the audience.
Mrs. Flora, one of the talented
soprano soloists, deserves a note
of praise. Mrs. Flora is a compar-

Mrs.
Don
Karshner,
wife
of
HSC’s dean of students, was announced as the Mother of the Year
last Saturday as the highlight of
the
annual
Mother’s
Day
Tea
sponsored
by
the _ Associated
Women
Students.
Mrs. Karshner was selected by
the group for her participation in
school affairs and her active interest in Humboldt State. It was
noted
that
when
she
attended
Oregon State College she was the
president of hte Associated Women .Students on campus.
atively new singer, having just recently taken up the study. Unfortunately, the orchestra and chorus
drowned her out once or twice
during her duet with Mrs. Sare.

The

entire orchestra,

choir and

chorale should be heartily congratulated and thanked for their
fine work. tI is too bad that a
larger audience was not there to

DRUGS

RECORDS |
POST OFFICE

Falor’s
Pharmacy
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single item to take to

Europe is a valise full of Marlboro Cigarettes. Oh, what a piece
of work is Marlboro! If you think flavor went out when filters
came in, treat yourself toa Marlboro. The filter works perfectly,
and yet you get the full, zestful, edifying taste of the choice
tobaccos that precede the filter. This remarkable feat of cigarette
engineering

SeW.

One more week until finals, and
then it’s (hippity hop) homeward
bound for three glorious months
of sun basking, waterskiing, boating and of course the inevitable
summer work (unless you happen
to be among the small select group
touring Europe or attending full
time summer school).
*

Englan d, the first stop on the tour of

Last week we discussed

by the Associated Women’s Students at the annual Mother's
Day Tea held at CES Saturday afternoon. Mrs. Karshner
was preserted a lovely bouquet of roses by Dolores Azevedo,
ASW president.

By DONNA

were: Ken Hinman, vice president;
Jo Ann Meussig, secretary; Mari-

Car-

Carol

|

ciation in a meeting at Pete's
Steak House in Eureka.
Elected to various other offices

Hall

fall semester.

Other officers elected for next
fall are: Jan Reynolds, vice-president;

was achieved

oor

ee

JudyWarren
Elected New
Sunset Prexy

en

orto OF THE YEAR
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by Marlboro’s

research

team—Fred

Softpack and Walter Fliptop—and I, for one, am grateful.

But I digress. We were speaking of France—or the Serpent of
the Nile, as it is popularly termed.
First let us briefly sum up the history of France. The nation
was discovered in 1492 by Madame Guillotine. There followed
a series of costly wars_with Schleswig-Holstein, the Cleveland
Indians, and Captain Dreyfus. Stability finally came to this
troubled land with the coronation of Marshal Foch, who
married Lorraine Alsace and had three children: Flopsy, Mopsy,
and Charlemagne. This later became known as the Petit Trianon.

*¢

€

Congratulations to all the newly
established

Bird

and

Tekes

Roger

and

to

Olson

Betty

who

will

become the first Teke couple to
be pinned. The Tekes really went
all out last weekend to celebrate
their newly chartered chapter with
a big formal dance, innumerable
cocktail parties, banquets and such.
Twas a blast they'll not soon forget.
*

ASB

*

prexy

J

Art

Dalianes

was

really “taken in” by a sharp Mexican swindler on his recent PSPA
convention in Arizona and Mexico. It seems that the Mexican fellow tried to sell Art a very expensive looking watch for $37. Art,
shrewd
fellow that he is, soon
bargained the sale price down to a
mere $5.50. Art got the watch but
the Mexican got the last laugh,
for apparently the time piece hasn’t any internal workings!
-_

*«

*

Better Art should have added a
few farthings to those ill spent
dollars and purchased himself a

good-looking short sleeve cotton
knit sport shirt from DALY’S
Men’s

pletely

Store.

Said

shirts

are com-

washable,

can’t

possibly

shrink out of shape and cost from
$5.98-$8.98.
Summer
shades
of
gold, brown, olive, blue and grey

are the featured colors. Come in to
DALY’S
(where
‘em today.

Nt femme wre be by tele whe lad Ul.
Marshal Foch—or the Boy Orator of the Platte, as he was
affectionately called—was succeeded by Napoleon who introduced shortness to France. Until Napoleon, the French were the
tallest nation in Europe. After Napoleon, most Frenchmen were
able to walk comfortably under card tables. This later became

Who

After Napoleon’s death the French people fell into a great
depression, known as the Louisiana Purchase. For over a century everybody sat around moping and refusing his food. This
torpor was not lifted until Eiffel built his famous tower, which
made everybody giggle so hard that today France is the gayest
country in all Europe.
Each night the colorful natives gather at sidewalk cafes and
Cl ievalier promenades down the
Champs Elysees swinging his Malacca cane. Then, tired but
happy, everyone goes to the Louvre for bowls of onioh soup.
shout “Oo-la-la’”’ as Maurice

The principal industry of France is cashing travelers checks.
Well sir, I guess that’s all you need to know about France.
Next week we'll visit the Land of the Midnight Sun—Spain.
©1960 Maz Shulmea

Dunnit?

From

‘and

see

whence

came the eerie screams that wakened Sunset girls at 2 a.m. last
Monday morning and had them
quaking in their beds.
No one
seems to know, not even the po-

lice who got in on the act and
searched the premises for signs of
murder and mayhem!

known as the Hunchback of Notre Dame.

Napoleon was finally exiled to Elba where he made the
famous statement, “Able was I ere I saw Elba,” which reads
the same whether you spell it forwards or backwards. You can
also spell Marlboro backwards— Oroblram. Do not, however,
try to smoke Marlboro backwards because that undoes all the
efficacy of the great Marlboro filter.

else?)

Another

mystery

around

the

dorm concerns Belinda and Carol’s
pet turtle, “Easter”, which they
keep tied to a bush in the quad.

Belinda is quite up-in-arms because
some fiend painted t ehtiny terrapin’s toenails and decorated his
shell with a Nazi swastika and the

words ‘GOOD

LUCK

EASTER.’

And
it’s “Kamehameha”
time
once again in DALY’S Sportswear
Department. Kahehameha at DA-

LY’S

means

free orchids

to you

(if they haven’t all been grabbed
up as yet) and features authentic,
imported, Hawaiian print dresses,
swimsuits and jackets in several
different styles.
The prints are
bright, exotic and come in almost
every color imaginable. Don’t miss
this once a year chance ... go
native and suplement your wardrobe with authentic (they’re for
reall) Hawaiian apparel.

Near College

For All Your
HEALTH NEEDS
9 a. m. to 9 p. m. Every Day

*

*

*

Next week, this week, every week, the best of the filter
cigarettes is Marlboro, the best of the non-filters is Philip
Morris; both available in soft pack or flip-top box.

ual

I guess this wraps
Campus for the

up old
school

Casyear

59-60. Have a wonderful summer,
don’t take any wooden nickles, and
I'll see you

next

semester.
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JACKS

DIVIDE

WITH

HORNETS

Maze Hurls Humboldt To HSC to Host Wolfpack
6-2 Victory in Opener
‘Jacks Continue
Drive For Share | |
In FWC Crown

allowed

the Jacks to score the three runs.|

Sacramento

one,

pushing

_

a

in the

closed

across

caaeee

sixth when

the gap

a run
=

in

wneten,

The

Petersea

aad

peice

Me-

+35 poth made run saving catches

tolin the double-header.

the

Bea

in

dans

eid

kes

the hottest weather

they tallied one | 5°"

this

in the sixth and two in the sev-

year.

LINE

enth. Ron Reynolds doubled, and
Dennis
Pontoni
singled for the} HSC
Jacks run in the sixth.
Monty|SSC
Feekes’ double and Joe Beeson’s
single plus an infield out scored HSC
the final two tallies.
SSC

shared

te

the Jacks have

SCORES:

First

Game
030
001
100
010
Second Game

000
005

010
022

2
0

6
2

000
40x

1
13

HSC Students Become
‘Bigfoot Boondockers’
In Boy Scout Classes
By

spring to teach men to lead Boy Scouts...

themselves,

recently went en

outing at Moonstone
For

Finger Lickin’

ded the ladies with
The
prayer

his guitar.

troop
has
composed
a
that they use to close each

have to admit, even we are
like heck for San Francisco since the Golden Gators hold the key to Humboldt’s

ing

Sacramento

and

San

Fran-

cisco has one.
The Jacks will also be forced
to keep an eye on San Francisco,
since the Gators have lost but one
game.
The Jacks should be reaching
their peak, and should take two
from the winless Wolfpack. The
Jacks will be led by hard hitting
Ron Reynolds who has taken over
behind the plate. Reynolds has led
the ’Jacks hitting attack all season
long, and the ‘Jacks will be looking for him to keep it up during
the stretch drive.
Jack Maze will get the starting
call in the seven inning opener.
Maze has left little to be desired
this year as he has not suffered
a loss in league play yet, and has
won three. In the nightcap freshman
Larry Taylor will get the
call. Taylor sports a conference
Dennis Pontoni will get the call
first base, and Bill Perry will

at second.

Freshman

Rich

Tomasini will get the nod at third
for his fine hitting in the last two
series
the
Jacks
have
played.
Monty Feekes will get the starting assignment at shortstop. Feekes has started hitting and his defensive play has sharpened
up.
The outfield will be made up of
Ken
Matias,
Ike Peterson,
and
captain Joe Beeson.
meeting which is “Father we ask
that you help each of us to keep
the Scout Oath, live by the Scout
Laws, and remember our motto
until we are joined together here
again, Amen.”
The

Boondockers

also

have

A pride to the Boy Scouts.
I am Honest, Brave, and Loyal
Whether in my troop or out.

Because

I am

a Big Foot,

I'll pledge myself to truth
And a good deed each day
Will help build up our youth.

IT’S

a

chance at the title.

Oh yes, we well remember last football and basketball season when we were all yelling for someone, anyone to get them
darn Gators so the Jacks could share or get a shot at a play-

off. But then the Gators were the top dog, and now its the
Sacramento Hornets who always seem to be on top the FWC
baseball heap.

Humboldt is 4-2, hopes and is expected to take a pair over
Nevada

with

Saturday

Chico

while

Sacramento

is 6-1

before meeting San Francisco

and

plays

a pair

in a makeup

test.

And needless to say not even the monkey in the corner thinks
Chico will get as much as a split over the Hornets.

Yep, it’s the same old song of ‘‘come on and win so Humboldt can get a chance at the championship.’’ Should Sacramento lose another game, Humboldt would then play two
makeup games with San Francisco, acting as host at a midway point selected by mutual consent.
At that time, it will be put up or shut up for coach Ced
Kinzer and his Lumberjacks who have been a spunky bunch
on the field when they could get out there.
You see, more ball games have been rained out this spring
than have been played. Should the ’Jacks slide past the rugged Gators, then its Sacramento in the playoff and ‘‘put it on
the table’’ once again for the Hilltop nine.
So actually despite the shouting, it’s going to be a threeteam

race

right

down

—

to the wire
*

*

and

the end

€

of the school

of the Lumberjack

glovemen

this season.

They have

better than we ever dreamed and believe
the best for Humboldt’s athletic teams.
Not even

the most

optimistic

fan

done

far

dream

for

thought

the

us we

would

have

‘Jacks had a chance after losing two fine front-line pitchers
like Alva Kinney and Bill Drabble to the greedy pros.

Kinney was a fledgling freshman with considerable
promise and Drabble had two more seasons. The two were
expected
to do much for the ‘Jack bat and ball fortunesin
years to come but the ‘‘talent’’ scouts bought ‘em up because they showed

a little

promise for that rookie league

and maybe later on the state C or B loops.

They

were

afraid to wait and miss out on the players. Inciden
4
that’s what we like about football and
ball, (the
and the NBA) they leave the athlete alone while he’s playing college ball.
Anyway, the ’Jacks also lost a couple of fine relief men,

a good third baseman
play got started a
who dropped from
And with those
the entire slate of

and shortstop and before conference

two-time FWC catcher in Leroy Orosco,
school.
losses plus the rain wiping out practically
non-conference games, we figured it was

ball. It was the best football
were second in basketball.)
To think that the ’Jacks
after the outlook appearing
all future teams will be bad,
one.
It would

eel
a

a t
rw

laurels.

It’s been

for the Humboldters

a tough

grind

with

a

senior Jack Maze who gets them out of there and a freshman
who is still learning, is no easy job. They’ve made it this far,

1d

z

ae

are in the running once again
dim makes us want to feel that
in fact, worse than the previous

change here and a change there, using two untried but
promising freshmen in the starting slots. Developing almost
a new pitching staff which is anchored by a ‘‘no-nothing ball’

ea
ee

ever tasted!

season in history and the ’Jacks

be a fitting ending, though,

to win the baseball

ie

we

hope

they'll

go

the

distance,

even

into extra

innings,

necessary.

The
in

Bread
the

ON THE FREEWAY

Gingham

y

Wrap

i

%

While on this subject of baseball, we must say that we
have been pleasantly surprised by the overall performance

a second division finish or worse for the ’Jacks. (Of course,
we thonugh as bad about the chances in football and basket-

The best you’ve

AROATA

crown.

has two games with league lead-

Francisco.

—_ @ —

BIM‘S

Conference

For once this school year, fans at Humboldt, and we'll

or San

CHICKEN!

——

running and get a shot at the Far Western

Chico

Chico

|feaying when the instructors rea- troop song which is sung to the
lized that the young ladies didn’t tune of “Home Sweet Home”.
jhave a lunch. The Bigfoot BoonI am a Big Foot Boon Docker,
|dockers came to the
rescue and
provided a very good lunch of
weiners, soft drinks, potato chips,
olives, and pork 'n beans. Boondocker Roger Biffle even serena-

eatin’
wy

Boondockers
really had a feed,
paid for out of dues charged at
each “troop” metting. Living up
ot their motto, the scouts were
prepared.
A
photography
class
with
several
lovely ladies were

af {snapping a few pictures and were
The
wammg

ESS

j

Beach.

their remaining games. However
they will need an assist from

\start

is the motto of the Boy Scouts of America. It may interest
you to know that a class is offered at Humboldt every

What’s that again? ‘‘Come on you Gators!’’
Well, we must admit that’s a change. But it’s exactly
what we’ve heard the past week from interested basball fans
on campus who would like to see the Lumberjacks stay in the

The ’Jacks with a record of
4-2 still have an outside chance
of pulling the conference title
out of the fire if they can sweep

at

Be Prepared!
For those of you who may have forgotten ‘‘Be Prepared’’

this spring at 2 p.m. on Monday
and Wednesday
for two units.
The troop, The “Bigfoot Boondockers”, as they have named

at the

record of 1-2.

JIM DIMMICK

It’s the Same Old Song
But a Different Team... .

Nevada

ae

errors which

of

a

four straight

University

Wolfpack at 1 p.m.
Arcata ball park.

a

when he walked. The Hornet de-}
waze stretched his conference
fense then collapsed as they made] ecord to 3-0 in the Sacramento

the

Pugh Gart—

a.

In the night-cap,
the Capitol
City nine won the game in the
third when they scored five times.
The big blow of the inning was
Bill Key’s grand-slam homer. The
Jacks never came close after the
big uprising.
Humboldt’s only run came in
In the opener the Jacks spotted the fifth when Pontoni and Ken
the Hornets to a one run lead and| Matias
walked, and
Feekes
hit
then roared back to take the lead} his second double of the afternoon.
which
they
never
relinquished.|The Hornets kept pouring it on as
Sacramento scored in the first on|they scored two in the fifth and
two
singles.
The
Jacks
scored] sixth, and topped the scoring off
three in the second to go ahead| with four in the seventh.
3-1. Tomasini
started
the rally

4

The Humboldt State horsehiders continue their drive
for the FWC baseball championship tomorrow hosting

a

when

What!

lle

in first place in the conference

they trounced the Jacks 13-1 in the second game.

What’s

=

that has put them

|

mes
AX A

Hornets.

Fe PD

State

ewe OY

Sacramento

The ‘Jacks won the opener behind the pitching of Jack
Maze by a score of 6-2, but the Hornets showed the power

—

with the league-leading

DELUXE CLEANERS
Cleaning - Pressing - Alterations

FREE
10th and H

PICK-UP
St.

ot

& DELIVERY
Arcata

S&H Green

TO

Stamps

DORMS

Phone VA

2-2194

if

Oo

The HSC baseballers kept their chances for the 1960 FWC

baseball flag alive last weekend, splitting a double-header
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HSC Places 4th In Cinder
Breaks FWC

Netters Fall
Early In FWC
Championships

ee
a wy
atin

-

He

The Humboldt
State Lumberjacks dropped from the running
very early in the Far Western
Conference tennis finals last weekend at Chico.
Jim Malone lost to Tom Saha
of Cal Aggies, 6-1, 6-1 in the singles. Steve Harrow and Bill Bender, the Lumberjack freshmen duo,
lost in the first round doubles to
Bob Agnew and Bob Young of
Chico.
Sacramento won the honors for
upper division singles and doubles
and the lower division singles. San
Francisco won the lower division
doubles.

8%

~__| Simmons, Flanagan, Relay
‘| Team, Carrier Set Marks
ee
Mé
eae

%

By RICH MACHADO
Despite the breaking of seven school records and the
setting of two Far Western Conference all-time marks, the
Humboldt State Lumberjacks lost their FWC track crown
last weekend to a talent loaded University of Nevada
Wolfpack team.
The undefeated Nevadans copped the team crown, scoring 75%
points. San Francisco placed sec-

with a surprise show of strength
with

Of Three Games

The

team,

who

was

accompanied

Abrahamson,

catcher;

Judy

De-

Beni, first base; Vivian Ralston,
second
base;
Carolyn
Graham,
third
base;
Donna
Thompson,
shortstop:
Bernice
Finley,
left
field; Janice
Bryant, center field;
Marilyn Sheppard and Jean Findlav, right field.

Six
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a jump

of 14 feet 3 inches.
rated the second

bets pole vaulter in the nation
small college competition.

in

travel

In a Far Western
weekend

in

Conference
the

Chico,

first

directors, faculty representatives,
discussed and voted on conference

to

trying

be

“|

to Chico

this

standard.

top

that

mark

tomor-

1166 # St.
North Arcata

Phone
VA 2.1781

bettered

his old

by over

ten

conference

feet.

record

However,

Rich

Millis of Chico State got off a toss
over 220 feet for a new mark and
the victory.
The
HSC
mile relay team
came through with an inspired
victory which just fell short of
another FWC mark. The foursome toppled the school record
with a 3:19.5 clocking.
Frank Alden led off with a tremendous :49.4 lap which was considerably under his previous tops.
Ron
Remington
maintained
the
lead that Alden had built up to
give third-man Marshall Stevens
a sufficient
advantage.
Stevens
was running on a badly sprained
leg muscle which scratched him
from the 440 earlier in the meet.
Weidkamp romped home for the
new mark.

Three

other

school

records

set up on a permissive basis in the
Far
Western
Conference.
No
and college *presidents
school will have to field a team
policies.
—lin either sport but if four schools
enter teams a championship event
was also decided that the | wij] be held.

senior distance star placed
The
fifth in the record performance.
Another of the 11 records which
fell saw Bob Challender regain his
low hurdle title. Carrier placed
fourth in the barriers, posting a
:23.3 for another school mark.

1957,

coaches,

athletic

ischedules
| ball and
=,
|

programs

released

sometime

be

near

future.

fall

meeting

date

was

| sometime in December
|be held in Arcata.

set

which

for

is to

Scott was clocked
& new schoo! mark

In Arcata
It’s The

KEG

in 4:27.8 for.
in the mite.

For a
Complete Selection

of

RECORDS
L.P.’s —

|

45’s

Sound Equipment
Service

Pizza Pie

CANNAM'S

Cannam’s K and K
Cannam’s Huntoon & I
Cannam’s 5th and L
Cannam’s of Scotia

the
A

for next
:
sports
spring

will

|which

Necessities
- @-—

—FloristCORSAGES

Flanagan
tossed
the
javelin
2093” for a new school mark and

were broken by two-miler Ken
Simmons, miler Rick Scott and
low hurdler Dean Carrier.
Simmons placed third in a record
breaking
eigt-lapper
behind
Bob Ketron of Nevada. Simmons,
with _ considerable
a freshman
promise, recorded a 9:46 clocking.
The mark is 44 seconds better than
the former record which Simmons
has broken three times.

also drew up
new Alameda State College and | 1},. FWC officials year’s
basket-

Flowers - Gifts

Krupka lost their individual crowns
and records even though both topped their previous bests.
Biffle climbed 14’214” in the pole
vault to break the existing standard by almost a foot. Weidkamp
toured the 440 in :48.2, setting a
new school record as well as a
conference mark. It was his third
record performance this season.

row. Larry Krupka will also be
entered in this meet, as he leaped
6 feet 5 inches last week, but was
edged by Jim Brown from S. F.
State. Bill Crichton is also to be
entered in the high jump.
Dean Carrier is entered in the
400 meter low hurdles. Carrier set
a new shcool record in the low
hurdles last week at 23.3. Vester
Flanagan, who has thrown the javelin 209 feet 3 inches will be entered in this event at Chico also.

athletic meeting held last

since

goes

to lower

,4| last week at 14 feet 2% inches will

ee

FWC Freshman Ruling
Goes in Effect in ‘62

es

Last year he was

will

Roger Biffle who set a new cone 43
~-<44|ference record in the pole vault

Keith Weidkamp, brilliant sophomore quarter miler le-wered the Far Western Conference record with a :48.2 clocking last week at Chico. Weidkamp had lowered the mark
three previous times this season.

State track record in the pole vault

with

men

:48.2 last weekend,
to attempt

Jack-Cyn Acres

Roger Biffle holds the Humboldt

track

District Eight meet. Keith Weidkamp, fresh from setting a new
conference record in the 440 at

THE FINEST
NAME IN FOODS
IN HUMBOLDT

asphalt and rubber track, believed
to be the finest in the world.

HSC

fi| to Chico tomorrow for the NCAA

Redwood Bowl
Construction
Changes Outlook

new

third

Six Trackmen In
NCAA District
Meet Tomorrow

| :
‘
The most important agreement | JCAks
It
on the agenda was the deciding
by a caucus vote to start the
FW Conference freshman teams
proposed Sonoma State College
be invited into the conference
beginning with the 1962 cage
.
aa
season. There is a_ possibility
_it .
=o
that the rule may start during
es
ng night
Classes, but a representative from
the 1961 grid season.
the school who attended an earit
that
decided
The group also
lier meeting seemed interested
would be impossible from the ecin the decision.
onomic standpoint to field freshThey also talked about the pos|
of
sports
men teams in the spring
|sibility of the Stanislaus County
track, baseball, golf, and tennis.
| State College of Turlock which is
The once green turf of Redwood | They voted to change the pres- ‘now in the process of being conent
basketball
scheduling
to
an
Bow! now looks like an obstacle
The structed. The president of the new
course for a military installation. annual home and home basis.
group
felt
that
the
new
set-up
will institution was appointed recently.
The green is gone along with the
Swimming and wrestling were
|
every
see
to
team
home
the
reviewing stands which once view- allow
conference team each season. Pre- |
ed many combative measures.
viously the teams played two-game |
The once proud oval now picthe home|
on
series alternating
tures a r@wly bombed air field with
basis every other year. There was|
mounds
of dirt interlaced with
on the basketball coach’s
canals of water setting the scene. no action
that a 15 game
|recommendation
An ROTC course could put the
be installed with each team
season
finishing touches on
the
battle
playing the other three times a
field.
But by the end of the year the
field will once again boast the reviewing stands which will be a far
better condition than the ones that
were built by students in 1946. The
—-@-—
entire field will be enlarged and

encircling the field will be the

taking

Cal Aggies trailed in that order.
The
Golden
Gators had 43%
points
while
Sacramento
made
37 2/3. Humboldt scored 32.
Roger Biffle and Keith Weidkamp snapped long standing conference
marks
in winning
first
places. Vester Flanagan and Larry

Capture Two

by Miss Leela Zion, WAA
advisor, included: Shira Noah and
Oleta
Mills,
pitchers;
Sandy

Sacramento

and Humboldt fourth. Chico and

Humboldt Women

The Women’s Athletic Association batted their way to victory in
two out of three games played
last Saturday in Chico, with 13
schools participating.
The
first
game
was
against
Nevada
and
Humboldt’s
WAA
won 9-2, with Shira Noah pitching for the winners.
Oleta Mills shut out College of
the Pacific 7-0 for another HSC
victory.
The HSC women played a hard
third game against Chico, losing
it 14-10. Oleta Mills also pitched
this game. Chico, who had four
of their team members seriously
injured in a car accident the night
before, were very determined to
win the game for them. At the
end of two innings HSC was out
front 5-0, with a grand slam home
run by Vivian
Ralston.
At the
end of the third, the score was
tied at 5-5, and then Chico started moving ahead and kept a slight
lead to the finish.

Finals

Mark _| Weidkamp, Biffle, Scott

ey

coal
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ARCATA TV
Laboratories |

Featuring

|

Jerry Moore
Combo
Friday, Saturday

Nights

VA 2-0529
941 H STREET
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Semperviren Distribution

NATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY WINNERS

Set for Thursday, Friday
The 1960 Humboldt State yearbook, the Sempervirens,
will be distributed next Thursday and Friday.
said

the

yearbook printing company,

Editor

Joe

Romero

has

This year’s Sempervirens features 208 pages printed on heavy
enamel stock. A padded cover is
included, making the book by far
the largest in both bulk and number of pages.
The
book
contains
handsome
photographs
of
the
expanded
Humboldt campus and its activities and portraits of some 600 students and faculty members. Romero designed the eover and the
division pages, which are done in
a rich gold.
Other staff members are Mary
Ann Miner and Joan Rasmussen,
business managers; Art Dalianes
and Jan Reynolds, activities; Barbara
Dunn,
recognitions;
Brad
Fry, Ron Peterson, Ralph Perry,
organizations;
Dennis
Giuntini,
sports editor, and Fred Whitmire
and
Tom
Waters,
sports
staff;
Julie Gavey, Sandra Fleek, Carol
Ayers, Sharron Davenport, Dawn
Montelbetti, Pat Soderberg, classes and indexing; Larry Westlake,
faculty
and
administration,
and
Tom Shepherd and Doug Wilson

guaranteed delivery by that date.

Distribution
from

room

will
17,

be

conducted

Language

Arts

Building, frém 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

(Most : convenient entrance to
this room is from the southeasternmost door on the bottom

ee

third

Three
contest from

Humboldt

State

include

(l-r)

Larry Holmes, David Maldwin and Jerry
Batten. Holmes captured an honorable men-

photography and Batten won two honorable
mention awazds.

Husband, Wife Among 11

New Chi Sigma Epsilons
among 11 students initiated
by Chi Sigma Epsilon, upper division scholastic honorary
society, Sunday in the Green and Gold room.
A

husband

and

wife

were

They are Stanley and Georgia
McDaniel of Arcata. McDaniel
is a speech major and Mrs. McDaniel a home economics major.
This was the first time a husband and wife have been named
to the select group.

|

Bership in the society. At the present
time, there are ten faculty
alumni members in the society.

Summer Session

To Cater To
Many Interests

Other initiates and their majors
are Wendy Alexander, elementary
education; Neil Evans, life science;
Myrtle
Haverstock,
elementary
education; Charles Hazel, fisher“The Summer Session of 1960
ies; Douglas Houston, game man- is designed to cater to the interest
agement; Carolyn Sander, physi- ;of a great variety of individuals
cal education; Kara Lynn Scott, on various levels,” Dr. Ivan Milnursing; Betty Stromland, daa. hous, dean of extended services,
tary education; and Dennis Walk- said this week. The upcoming sumer, botany.
mer
sessions
feature
a
wide
Chi Sigma Epsilon is the oldest variety of liberal arts courses and
student organization on campus, professional courses in education
being organized in December, 1931. and psychology related to a full
In its early days it served not only range
of
credential
programs.
as a scholastic organization, but Also, entering freshmen may enalso as a service club.
roll in either of the summer sesIn order to become eligible for sions.
Special
programs
offered
this
membership, a student must have
earned 60 units with a cumulative summer include: the National Sciaverage of 3.3 (a “B” grade rated ence Foundation summer institutes
as a 3.) Forty-five units of the for high school teachers and stugrade index must be earned at dents; Sequoia Music Camp for
HSC. Election to membership in high school students; workshops
Chi Sigma Epsilon is recorded on in chamber music, art education,
elementary
school
the student’s permanent record in conservation,
music, school lunch management,
the Registrar’s office.
bus driving, marriage and family;
The Society has three types of
members; honorary, faculty-alum- clinics in speech correction, reading improvement.
ni, and students in residence. HonStudents
who
plan to attend
otary members act in the advisory
either of the sessions are asked to
capacity to the society. The present honorary members are Dean obtain a study list from their current adviser.
Homer P. Balabanis, Dr. Harry
A complete schedule of the varD. MacGinitie, Miss Imogene Platt
ious courses may be obtained from
and President Cornelius H. Siethe office of extended services.
mens.
Faculty alumni are members of |
the faculty who were elected to|
membership while they were undergraduate
members
at
HSC.
These members have active mem-

in creative

9 Photography
Students Receive
National Honors
Five HSC photography students
received six of the top honorable
mentions recently at the 15th Annual Kappa Alpha Mu- Encyclopedia Brittanica, LIFE, National
Press Photographers
Association
and Association of College
Unions

Picture

Competition

judged

at the University of Missouri. The
honorable mentions were awarded
in the pictorial, portrait and personality,
feature,
and
creativity
divisions.
The winning students and their
photographs are
Larry
Holmes,
“Bug”
(pictorial); Jerry Batten,

floor of the building across the
street from College Elementary
School).
Every holder of a full year or
both semester student body card
is entitled to a book by paying an
additional $2 charge. The charge
to one-semester card holders is $4.
Extra books, if there are any, will
be placed on sale at $6 after the
lregular distribution period.
No books will be mailed by the
Sempervirens staff. Students who
wish to have books sent to their
home address must make arrangements with a friend to have the
book picked up. In such cases the
person who picks up the book must
have the appropriate student body
card or authorization.
|
Lists of card holders have been photographers.
.,.compiled and the student’s name
will be checked off when he picks

Freshman Class

up
the book.
However,
students
were
urged
to bring their cards

in case of an error in the lists.
No pre-sale of the book was con- | Meets
ducted this year. About 800 copies
will be placed on sale.

Slide”

(feature);

Dave

Maldewin,

tivity).

m

In

Swimming Pool

“Robert”
(portrait and personality); Robert Jones, “Power Saw”
(feature); Cathy Lucich, “Water
“Depth”
(creativity);
and
Batten,
“Negative
Space”
sat

A

was
|

meeting

held

HSC

Jerry |

of the

last

freshman

Friday

night

late

Meticulous
102!

H

.
huaiken

Repairs -

Dependable Service
STREET
ARCATA

a

ae

4

class

in

the

amendment

to the class con-

(crea- | stitution was proposed and an elec| tion will be held Monday to vote

The five are students of Tom | on it. The proposed ‘amendment
Knight, HSC instructor of Photo- | would reduce the number of class

graphy.

Five

other

members

of

the

officers

Art | student

Department took honors in the re- | vice

to a president,

council

president,

who

is also

representative;

who

is

also

ICS

a

cently held third annual Redwood | representative; a combined secreEmpire Art Show in Eureka.
tary-treasurer
and
an appointed
The prize winners include: Non- | historian.
realistic, first place,
Prof.
Max
Butler, “Birds and Thorns, oil; |
third place, Hugh
Monda, “Still
Life”, oil; realistic painting, third |
place, Prof. Leendert Kamelgren,
PRESCRIPTION
“Gray
Fury”,
oil; photographyHEADQUARTERS
first place, Jack Mays, “Vasquez”;
third place,
Prof.
Tom
Knight,
1091 H St.
Arcata
“Joseph”.
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